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ABSTRACT
Five reaches of Alabama beaches were geomorphologically classified using established
techniques from the literature. Different methods of obtaining wave data for the purpose of beach
classification were compared. Complete buoy data of wave heights and wave periods were
available for only two of five sites, and these were used to test the validity of field and computer
model data used in place of buoy data. A nourishment index was created and used to quantify the
beach nourishment history of each site, and a relationship between this value and beach state was
measured. The classification of beach states found Alabama beaches will most likely remain in
the dissipative regime under current climate and tectonic conditions. Using only field and model
data to determine beach state was found to produce results similar to buoy data in some
instances, but these instances were not enough to indicate the methods used for this study can be
used as a sole method of replacing buoy data. Using these selected methods of describing beach
state and nourishment history found a strong but not statistically significant relationship between
the two variables.
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LIST OF ABBREVIATIONS AND SYMBOLS
Ω = dimensionless beach state value
H s = significant wave height
H b = wave breaker height
w s = sediment fall velocity
T = wave period or length of time between each wave
A = Archimedes buoyancy index
∆ = relative density
ρ = density
g = gravitational acceleration, 9.8 m/s
d = diameter
d 50 = characteristic sediment diameter
v = kinematic viscosity
Ω b = breaker height index
N = nourishment index value
n = number of samples for statistical tests
df = degrees of freedom
M = statistical mean or average
r = correlation coefficient
t = statistical t value
BP = before present
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION
Beaches and surf zones are dynamic landforms with various processes contributing to
sediment transport and morphological changes (Wright and Short, 1984). Studies of coastal
morphodyamics examine relationships between processes, form, and function of these landform
systems as wave and sediment characteristics interact in various ways to collectively produce
distinctive types of beaches (Benedet, et al., 2004a). Seashores can be classified as either rocky
coasts of consolidated material, which are usually erosional, or beaches of unconsolidated
sediment such as sand. These beaches of unconsolidated material can be erosional or
depositional depending on the external forces acting on them (e.g., wave energy) (Sunamura,
1989). Beaches and their nearshore processes, morphology, and sediment transport are a central
theme for coastal geomorphologists, but despite their natural prevalence, low-energy sandy
beaches are often overlooked (Sherman and Gares, 2002). The presence of so many natural
influences on beaches and (geologically speaking) extremely rapid sediment transfer
(Greenwood and Davidson-Arnott, 1979) has obstructed attempts to achieve a thorough
understanding of the physical processes or mechanisms responsible for changes in sandy beaches
(Sunamura, 1989). Increased use of the coastal zone has created a greater academic and public
interest in understanding nearshore and beach processes. Furthermore, understanding beach
profile evolution in response to tides, storms, and beach nourishment is useful for a variety of
regulatory and design purposes, such as knowing the equilibrium profile of a beach (Zheng and
Dean, 1997). This thesis observes the geomorphology of Alabama beaches and examines the use
of different data sources and any role of beach nourishment in determining beach state.
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Knowledge of the morphological behavior of natural and artificially restored beaches is important
in order to design more durable nourishment projects and coastal defense structures (Anfuso, et
al., 2001). Although beach nourishments are widely applied, only alongshore or planform
adjustment of the nourishment and cross-shore adjustment of the profile is considered in design
phases, with few studies focusing on the morphodynamic behavior of nourished beaches (Hartog,
et al., 2008).
Gulf of Mexico beaches are some of the most important economic and environmental
assets in coastal Alabama. Douglass et al. (1999) identified the beach tourism industry as being
one of the fastest growing parts of the Alabama economy. Rapidly changing conditions of
beaches provide geomorphologists with a natural laboratory to study process-response
relationships over short time scales, and the high-resource value of beaches to many regions
serves as a reason to better understand beach behavior and allow for better decisions in regards to
beach management. Throughout human history, coastal regions are those most often inhabited by
people, and currently nearly half the population of the United States lives in a coastal county
(Sherman and Gares, 2002). Though inhabited, these dynamic environments can change very
suddenly due to events such as hurricanes or very gradually through events such as shoreline
accretion and recession. Regionalization of coastal morphodynamic patterns provides knowledge
for safe development of coastal infastructure and beach safety for recreational users (Benedet, et
al., 2004a). Beach erosion has been a persistent problem along parts of the Alabama coastline. While
shoreline movement is a naturally occurring process, it affects engineered structures. Erosion
along certain areas of the coast, particularly the Dauphin Island eastern shore, has threatened the
structural integrity of some public facilities, and management decisions regarding these beaches
should be made with the best possible understanding of natural coastal processes (Douglass,
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1994). Alabama coastal systems have also been subjected to increased pressure from a variety of
proliferating activities, including residential development, commercial and recreational fishing,
oil and gas extraction and refining, shipping and navigation channel excavation, industrial and
municipal waste discharges, and nonpoint source runoff (Sturma, et al., 2006). Coastal
management requires awareness of how sandy coastlines interact through changing storm
conditions, sea-level, and human stabilization attempts (Murray, et al., 2009). Human impact on
landscapes is enhanced where mechanisms concentrating wealth and resource investment can
create a positive feedback loop. For example, beach replenishment for protection against storms
is focused along coastline segments that generate capital because of their recreational value and
proximity to population centers. This investment enhances property values and increases profits
from tourism, thereby facilitating further protection measures (Werner and McNamara, 2007).
The Alabama coastline is regularly affected by severe weather events such as hurricanes.
As a result of these events and naturally occurring beach erosion, Alabama beaches have
undergone a variety of nourishment projects (Jones and Darby, 2009). Beach nourishment has
several different forms including the deposition or removal of sand to a beach or open water. The nourishment
type most often found on the beaches of this study involves placing large quantities of sand on the beach
to advance it seaward, usually performed along a beach exhibiting a moderate pervasive erosional
trend that threatens homes or infrastructure (Dean, 2002). The addition of new sediment to
beaches requires an understanding of form-process continuums in order to achieve the desired
response of morphodynamic systems (Benedet, 2004b). Beach nourishment has been both
criticized and praised as a method to maintain wide, sandy beaches (Douglass, 1999). Beach
nourishment is a widely used response to shoreline erosion, yet Valverde et al. (1999) found
information about its effects fragmented and incomplete, and Pilkey and Clayton (1999) noted
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that data on beach nourishment is “difficult to come by.” Previous research summarized beach
nourishment projects in the Gulf of Mexico and along the East Coast (Dixon and Pilkey, 1991;
Pilkey and Clayton, 1989), though these early nourishment studies also note the difficulty of
obtaining these data and lack a single source. Beach nourishment projects along the Alabama
coastline up to 2008 have been documented by Jones and Darby (2009). The Geological Survey of
Alabama (GSA) has done annual reports since 2005 (Jones and Patterson, 2006, 2007; Jones and
Darby, 2008, 2009) on the Alabama coast accretion and recession trends, nourishment activity,
and topographic profiles. The GSA reports built upon prior studies from the Civil Engineering
Department of the University of South Alabama by Douglass (2001, 2002), which established
reaches of Alabama beaches for study and profiling purposes. The GSA reports looked primarily
at shoreline trends of recession and accretion in given reaches using aerial photography and beach
profile surveying data. Douglass (2001) found that while many Alabama beaches are eroding, a
few are gaining sand. While these reports by the GSA and Douglass have generally classified
Alabama beaches within some of the classification schemes developed by coastal
geomorphologists, they lack specifics in the profiling, such as the dimensionless values of the
beach states (Ω). Furthermore, the source of wave data in some of the profiling is unclear, and
there is a lack of information regarding any role or relation of beach nourishment in
determination of beach state.
An updated classification of a sample set of Alabama beaches with consideration of their
individual nourishment history would provide information for beach management by establishing
present conditions. In this thesis, I geomorphologically classified five different regions of
Alabama beaches using the Wright and Short (1984) beach classification system. To do this, I
obtained each of the required parameters using buoy data, fieldwork, and computer modeling. I
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then compared the values for each of these methods to determine the representative quality by
comparing field and computer model data to the buoy data using statistical analyses. I also
quantified the nourishment history of each site by developing a nourishment index and examined
potential relationships between the beach classification and its nourishment value.
1.1 Beach Geomorphology
Beach geomorphology is largely determined by local wave and tide properties, climate,
and sediment availability. The strip of land along the seashore can be classified as either rocky
coasts or sandy beaches. Rocky coasts are made of consolidated material and experience
irreversible topographic change or erosion, while beaches are composed of unconsolidated
material such as silt, sand, or gravel, and undergo reversible changes of erosion and accretion in
response to the external forces acting on them (Sunamura, 1989). Sandy beaches, such as the ones
of this study, are prevalent along tropical and sub-tropical coasts due to fine sediments carried and
deposited by rivers (Hugget, 2003). Coastal systems comprised of beaches and related
morphological features offer a wide scope for interpretation of process-form relationships
because their conditions are linked by a number of interrelated factors. Coastal zone landforms
and landscapes result from the complex interaction of many processes. Processes and
morphology on all natural beaches are predominantly influenced by waves and tides. Beaches
with tidal ranges of <2 m are considered to be wave dominated (Masselink and Short, 1993).
Wind generated ocean waves are the key agent shaping coastal landforms. Wave climates (e.g.,
wave height, wave period, and seasonality) and sediment properties (composition, size, and
shape) interact to produce distinctive types of beaches, or beach states. Wave-energy dissipation
is a fundamental nearshore process affecting energy flux. Bed friction and other factors including
wave interaction with tidal currents are responsible for nearshore energy dissipation (Wright, et
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al., 1982). Some beaches have wide berms while others are narrow, with varying slopes as well as
bar and trough systems (Fig. 1.1). Studies of coastal morphodynamics have been increasing as
researchers better understand the relationship between processes, form, and function of coastal
systems (Benedet, et al., 2004b).
Wave height, the vertical distance between a wave’s crest and trough, is important in
coastal environments because high waves will do more erosional work than low waves. Wave
heights decrease relatively little moving from the offshore towards the relatively steep bottom,
with energy loss mainly occurring as a result of bottom friction rather than top-breaking and
internal friction (Bruun, 1988). Breaking wave height is the primary factor controlling the amount
of beach sediment mobility, although other factors exist (Anfuso, et al., 2001). Breaking waves
are either constructive or destructive, depending on whether they cause a net shoreward or
seaward movement of beach material. Sand particles are acted upon by a system of constructive
and destructive forces that deposit and displace them. Constructive forces include landward
directed bottom shear stresses, landward directed streaming velocities in the bottom boundary
layer, and the phasing associated with suspended sediment motion. The most dominant
destructive force is gravity coupled with the effects of wave-breaking (Dean, 1991). Powerful
winds during storm systems also create special circumstances of erosional and depositional
processes of greater intensity on a much shorter time scale than these processes normally require
in the coastal zone (Morton and Asbury, 2003).
Aside from the sandy berms familiar to most beachgoers, depositional processes can create
coastal sand dune systems, or small ridges, in areas with a sufficient supply of sand and wind
energy to transport this sand landward, with a wide, dry beach allowing the sand to be mobilized
by aeolian action (Aagaard, et al., 2007). Dunes also form in space protected from wave erosion,
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and subsequent establishment of vegetation can further stabilize them. Without the presence of
vegetation, dunes are easily reshaped by aeolian processes and wave action. Wind generally
blows landward from the sea, entraining sand on the windward side of the dune and depositing it
on the leeward side, causing the dunes to migrate inland (Bearden, 1990).
Fig 1.1 Diagram showing a typical beach and nearshore profile (not drawn to scale) (Jones and
Patterson, 2005)

Tides are movement of water bodies due to the gravitational interaction between the
Earth, the moon, and the sun. These tides cause changes in water levels along coasts. Most places
have semi-diurnal tides, though some places including Alabama only have diurnal tides (Hugget,
2003). Tidal ranges have a greater impact on coastal processes than tidal types, and can be
grouped into three categories. These are microtidal with tides less than 2 m, mesotidal from 2 to 4
m, and macrotidal with tides of more than 4 m (Brander and Short, 2000). In microtidal beaches,
the length of the surf profile decreases proportionally to the fall velocity. In meso- and macrotidal
7

beaches it decreases from the dissipative to intermediate state but increases from intermediate to
reflective due to the flattening of the lower part of the surf profile in reflective profiles, where a
small change in tidal range generates a high stretching of the surf profile (Bernabeau, et al.,
2002). Wave energy and tides are the factors that create the beach state and, along with sediment
type, determine whether the beach is erosional or depositional.
1.2 Beach Classification Systems
Beach classification studies were designed to reflect depositional and hydrodynamic
processes in their design. King (1961) studied beach shape and form, describing distinct beach
types but lacking explanations of morphology and distribution. Greenwood and Davidson-Arnott
(1979) examined wave-formed bars to help establish the controls of "equilibrium morphology"
and created what they describe as "a tentative bar classification." Greenwood and DavidsonArnott (1979) differentiated six different classes of bars found in the surf zone, describing their
height, length, form, and present wave energy. Duncan (1964) examined beaches and the effects of
water level and tides on beach profile development, and found the effects of semidiurnal tide cycles to
be appreciable on sediment distribution. The zone of deposition shifts correspondingly with the tides
changing the beach gradient (Duncan, 1964). Bruun (1954) found beach gradients to be produced by a
consistent relationship between sediment properties and water depth at a certain distance from the shore.
Dean (1977) confirmed this relationship in his study observing equilibrium beach profiles.
Wright and Short's (1984) classification scheme, commonly used in coastal
geomorphology, attempted to integrate the depositional and hydrodynamic processes influencing
beach state (Bernabeau, et al., 2003). The beach morphological model is presented as a
framework to understand the behavior of beaches as a useful tool in coastal management and
prediction of equilibrium beach profiles under diverse conditions (Bernabeau, et al., 2002).
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Masselink and Short (1993) described the Wright and Short (1984) model as useful in describing
the morphodynamic variability of micro-tidal beaches (such as the ones of this study) and
predicting a modal state. Benedet et al. (2004b) provided an excellent summary of the
classification method and its parameters, describing it as a widely applied systemization of beach
types. Wright and Short (1984) classify beaches as reflective, intermediate, or dissipative, identified
by their omega (Ω) values. Intermediate beaches are further distinguished based on their bar
states (Fig. 1.1), similar to the states described by Greenwood and Davidson-Arnott (1979).
Wave height is the most significant factor in determining beach state, with the beach changing
from erosional to accumulative as the wave height decreases (Bernabeau, et al., 2002). Wright
and Short (1984) provided a table of beaches and their classification, tide range, breaker height,
number of visits, and dates visited, as well as visual diagrams of the classification conditions for
the different bar regimes of intermediate beaches. The dimensionless fall velocity, an essential
variable of the Ω value, defines the transition from dissipative to reflective situations in beaches
of any tidal range (Fig. 1.2). An Ω of <1 defines a reflective beach. When 1<Ω<6, a beach is in
an intermediate state, further delineated by its bar state. These states corresponding with Ω values
of 2 through 5 are bar-trough, rhythmic bar and beach (normal or skewed), transverse bar and rip
(normal or skewed, and ridge-runnel/low tide terrace. Any Ω value of >6 is a dissipative beach.
Values beyond 6 correspond with surf zone width increasing as Ω increases. Once Ω drops below
6, the long-shore bar-trough state quickly replaces the dissipative state (Wright and Short, 1984).
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Fig. 1.2 Diagram showing visual conditions of Ω values (Masselink and Short, 1993)

I selected Wright and Short's (1984) classification scheme for this project because it was
used in the literature upon which this study builds (Jones and Patterson, 2006, 2007; Jones and
Darby, 2008, 2009; Douglass, 2001, 2002), as well as its regular use in coastal geomorphology
literature. The yearly surveys conducted by the GSA have characterized Alabama’s most pristine
beaches to cluster towards the dissipative end of the scale, but Jones and Patterson (2006) also
note some beaches are in the intermediate regime. These profiles have been generalized through
visual observation without all the parameters of the Wright and Short classifications actually being
calculated (Jones, 2010), which is one of the research objectives of this project. One of the
challenges of getting accurate data for Ω values is that only two active buoys on the Alabama
coast contain wave height and period data. A researcher can count wave periods with a simple
stopwatch device that logs times, but measuring wave height accurately requires equipment
10

unavailable to many researchers. Another way to approximate wave heights is using a wave
modeler. These methods are unlikely to provide a representative characterization of the different
states a beach experiences, particularly compared to two years of complete buoy data. This is
because buoys provide continuous hourly wave data, yielding thousands of values over this
period. It seems more likely that these methods could be used to approximate modal Ω values
because Wright and Short (1984) found the significant modal Ω value to be affected most by
wave height. An accurate wave modeler approximates the range of wave heights, and although
containing far less values, it is possible these model data can be used where buoy data is
unavailable.
1.3 Factors Affecting Beach State
Previous researchers either use the Ω value or the slope in creating beach profiles, with
the latter often used to infer beach state. These values are related, as the concavity of beaches
changes with the Ω values within reflective, intermediate, and dissipative domains. It is well
established that beach slope depends on wave parameters as well as the sediment grain size,
where beaches with high gradients are associated with coarser grain sizes than low gradient
beaches (Komar and McDougal, 1994; Anfuso, 2001). Short (1999) typifies beaches of the
dissipative regime to be wide and shallow, with wave energy being dissipated as waves break on
an evenly developed offshore bar and swash over a shallow terrace onto the shore. Bernabeau et
al. (2003) found the established methods of beach profiles (Wright and Short, 1984; Short and
Masselink, 1993) to be limited on macro-tidal beaches. Masselink and Short (1993) found wave
height to be the major variable involved in temporal beach change, and for temporal changes of a
beach, wave period and sediment fall velocity may be considered as temporally constant
parameters compared to wave breaker height. Wright et al. (1982, 1985) also identified the modal
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beach state, or an overall average Ω value, as being ten times more valuable predictor of beach
state than immediate observation, indicating accurate modal values are very important to
classification.
Energy is most often described by only one wave characteristic, usually significant, mean,
or modal wave height. No formal definition delineates “high” energy from “low” energy
conditions. High-energy coasts are typical of west coast swell environments and storm-wave
dominated regions (Brander and Short, 2000). The term "low energy" is a major component of
coastal classification systems, but there is great variety in the application of this term with regard
to seas that are partially enclosed and sheltered with minimal wave action compared to exposed
coast (Jackson, et al., 2002). Waves in low energy environments are generated locally in fetchlimited (local wind capacity limited) environments as well as non-locally. In fetch-limited
environments, wave heights generated by local winds depend on wind conditions such as speed,
direction, and duration, as well as basin dimensions (width, length, depth) (Jackson, et al., 2002).
It is important to study low-energy beaches because of the controls on their profiles related to
weather, which cause more pronounced effects than on beaches constantly influenced by higher
energy forces. The lack of energy during non-storm conditions often results in long lag times for
profile recovery if sediment is moved beyond wave base, and these beaches may be mainly
erosional unless there is substantial alongshore transport to maintain them (Sherman and Gares,
2002). While no commonly accepted thresholds exist to define energy level, both Eliot (1973) and
Short (1986) used a wave breaker height of 1.5m as the general threshold indicator of highenergy. Because wave heights on the Alabama coast are consistently <1.5 m, Alabama beaches
would be classified as low energy. Jackson et al. (2002) suggested defining low-energy areas with
the following conditions: (1) non-storm significant wave heights are ~<0.25 m; (2) significant
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heights during strong onshore winds are ~<0.50 m; (3) beachface widths are ~<20 m in
microtidal environments; and (4) morphological features include those inherited from high energy
events. If this definition is to be accepted, most of the Alabama beaches studied here would not be
considered low energy, as their significant wave heights are generally >0.25 m and widths often exceed
20 m. However, the values established by Eliot (1973) and Short (1986) are more commonly referenced
in the literature (Brander and Short, 2000) and therefore selected for this study.
A specific sediment size will be stable in the presence of a particular level of wave energy
dissipation over a certain volume of water, creating the equilibrium beach profile (Zheng and
Dean, 1997). Approximately 500 profiles from the east and Gulf coast shorelines of the United
States provide reasonable support for this equilibrium (Dean, 1977). An understanding of the
characteristics of equilibrium beach profiles is central to understanding nearshore processes and
design of coastal engineering projects. Equilibrium beach profiles tend to be concave upwards,
with larger sediment diameters corresponding to steeper slopes (Dean, 1991). The beach face is
approximately planar, and steep waves result in milder slopes and frequent bar formation (Dean,
1991). In nourished beaches, the slope is not a direct consequence of the prevalence of low
energy conditions and therefore not in equilibrium. The gentle slope natural dissipative exhibit
provides a protective function on the upper dry beach from energetic waves (Anfuso, et al.,
2001). Nourishment completed with consideration of equilibrium profile has been shown to give a
more stable profile than normal beach nourishment, meaning the rapid initial losses occurring
with normal beach nourishment can be largely avoided through proper design and execution of
profile nourishment (Bruun, 1990).
Wright et al. (1985) observed the variance of their daily wave height records with an
annual cycle and used the profile data from their daily observations as well as the bar state to
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determine the modal state of the beach, and look at the instantaneous versus modal beach
profiles. They show in their example of mid-Narrabeen beach the percentage of times and
observations it was at a given beach state, and derive the modal beach state from this information.
In order to evaluate the daily beach state's systematic and discrete differences, the authors used
discrete discriminant analyses on their Ω value. The discriminant functions were computed with
both the instantaneous Ω value and the weighted mean Ω or recent antecedent values. Wright et
al. (1985) also looked at the central tendencies of the instantaneous Ω value versus the modal Ω
value observing the mean values, standard deviations, and F ratios of each. Their comparison
between the standardized canonical discriminant function coefficients found the modal value of Ω
to be approximately 10 times more important than the instantaneous value of Ω in contributing to
the discriminating power of function 1. This means that recent antecedent conditions strongly
dominate over immediate conditions in determining daily beach state and the modal Ω value is
the better parameter to use for predictive purposes. Wright and Short (1984) found that beach
state can vary largely with wave height while sediment size remained the same.
Benedet et al. (2004a) reduced 20 years of wave data to yearly and monthly averages.
Wave breaker height was calculated using direct statistical averages of significant wave height
records from Wave Information Study (WIS) data and were approximated using an equation from
Komar and Gauhan (1973) (Benedet, et al., 2004a). They found the classification of Florida's east
coast to contain four distinct morphologic segments. Benedet et al. (2004a) summarize coastal
hazard zone levels based on their Ω classification as:
(1) Extreme - dissipative beach, no dune, developed shore;
(2) High - intermediate-dissipative beach, no dune developed shore;
(3) Moderate - intermediate beach, dune, developed shore; and
14

(4) Low - dissipative-intermediate beach, undeveloped shore.
Because the divisions of the coast are predicated on present conditions, categories may change
over time as beach widths are modified. A narrower beach generally provides less protection
from storms and therefore increases risk levels (Benedet, et al., 2004a). The Geological Survey of
Alabama provides annual reports of Alabama beaches and shoreline change analyses (Jones and
Patterson, 2006, 2007; Jones and Darby, 2008, 2009). These reports generalize Alabama beach
states under the Wright and Short (1984) classification scheme to be dissipative, but do not detail
the profile classifications of specific areas based on their Ω value. Jones and Patterson (2006) used
a linear regression model to determine the relationship between shoreline distances over several
years. The slope (ft/year) of the regression line reflected shoreline change, with negative values
reflecting recession and positive values reflecting accretion. They found most Alabama beaches
to be eroding, while some are gaining sand (Jones and Patterson, 2006).
1.4 Beaches and Anthropogenic Activities
Many of Alabama’s beaches have undergone nourishment projects, which have
potentially affected their beach states. Shore nourishments are increasingly applied to counteract
shoreline retreat, facilitate beach use, and increase resilience to storm impact. The morphological
evolution of nourished beaches has been influenced by design aspects such as changes in
shoreline orientation and dredging of offshore borrow areas that provided the nourishment
sediments (Hartog, et al., 2008). Nourished beaches are almost always constructed with sediment
differing from the native grain size of the natural beach and with considerably steeper slopes than
natural profiles (Elko and Wang, 2007). Material not well-suited for the beach because it is too
small, but is available in large quantities at a lower cost, may be used for nourishment (Bruun,
1990). In the most recently published GSA report on shoreline change analysis, Jones and Darby
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(2009) give a complete known nourishment inventory including type of nourishment, placement
area, start and end date, and net volumes added. Additional nourishment information for this project
on the Mobile Bay beach sample was provided by Jennifer Fidler (2010), City of Fairhope Public
Works Director. Jones and Patterson (2006) also identified tropical cyclones as playing a
significant role in the evolution of these beach profiles, and stated that these storms are often the
events that necessitate nourishment projects.
Alabama beaches have undergone significant changes through these beach nourishment
projects. For example, in 2001 Gulf Shores had 1,376,198 m3 of sand added to its shores. The
most significant of these projects thus far was the 2005-2006 Beach Restoration Project of
Orange Beach/Gulf State Park/Gulf Shores in Baldwin County, Alabama. This project was along
the easternmost 24.48 kilometers of Baldwin County shoreline. More recently, there has been
berm construction on Dauphin Island, completed on May 18, 2007 and using about 330,949 m3
of sand, which was destroyed by Hurricane Gustav in 2008. There were recovery efforts
following Hurricane Gustav and Hurricane Ike, which reportedly deposited about 7,645 m3 and
3
34,400 m of sand respectively placed at the mean high tide along the shoreline on Ponce De

Leon Court and Beach Boulevard (Jones and Darby, 2009). Nourished beaches change in
appearance and beach state over time. The beach will initially be wider than its design width, and
are designed so that the first few major storms after the sand is deposited will pull fill sand out
into the underwater nearshore sand bar system. In addition, the sand does not initially look as
white as it does after several months in the sun and surf (Douglass, 1999). After a nourishment
project has been "seasoned," which may require one to several years, the dry beach width is
usually maintained at about 20 to 30 m (Dean, 2002). Over five to ten years, the new sands will
move down the coast, and the project reaches will narrow back towards their widths prior to
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nourishment (Douglass, 1999). Beach nourishment is financially demanding, costing anywhere in
the range from $1000 to $3000/ m3. Dixon and Pilkey (1989) discussed Beach nourishment as an
option for coastal erosion management in the Gulf of Mexico, and this method of nourishment,
characterized as "soft stabilization," is generally preferred to seawalls, groins, and other "hard
structures" that have been shown to have deleterious effects on beaches (Trembanis and Pilkey,
1998). There are several challenges presented for the near future of beach nourishment. In some
locations, suitable offshore sand resources within reasonable transportation range are limited or
exhausted. There is also a need for the cooperation of engineers and environmentalists with
respect to nourishment projects' impacts on the natural environment, such as sea turtle habitats.
Furthermore, whether accurate or not, beach nourishment has been cast in a negative light in
popular media, which have described the activity as costly and ineffective (Dean, 2002). While
natural processes are a major control on beach erosion, Douglass (1999) stated that anthropogenic
activities are the primary cause of erosion, as millions of cubic yards of sand have been removed
at Perdido Pass and Mobile Pass in order to maintain navigation channels.
One of the main problems with conventional nourishment has been the rapid loss of fills
on the beach, due to forced steepness and the high content of fine-grained material not suitable
for beach fills (Bruun, 1990). The specific hydrodynamics and morphology of every beach
control the rate of coastal retreat. Nourishment works often have limited durability due to factors
such as the type of artificial beach profile and sediment grain size. Grain size and mineral content
of the spread material are important factors in beach stability, but the choice of sand is often
directed by availability and cost. Losses of beach fill occur mainly with the finest grain sizes
(mostly <0.2 mm), as the turbulence of the breaking waves suspend the grains and allow them to
drift into deep water (Anfuso, et al., 2001), though most stays in the fill and is subject to rapid
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washouts (Bruun, 1990).
Benedet et al. (2004b) collected sediment data before and after four nourishment projects
on Delray Beach on Florida's east coast and six locations at Longboat Key on Florida's west coast,
collecting samples at several cross-shore elevations. Ω values calculated for the assessment of
current beach conditions used the most recent available sediment data, and for analysis of
temporal variation of change in beach morphodynamic states, beach sand data that were obtained
before and after nourishment were used. Their results showed the Ω values to vary significantly
based on grain size data. They concluded that placement of new sands with different
granulometric characteristics than native sands modifies the shore planform (beach-bar
configuration, shore orientation) and cross-shore profile shape (slope). The most frequent beach
states at their study site of Delray Beach switched from an intermediate longshore bar and trough
morphology (LBT) (intermediate-dissipative) to a rhythmic bar and beach (RBB), and transverse
bar and beach morphology (TBB). There was also a natural trend of coarsening of grain size from
1992-2000, with grain size increasing from 0.24 to 0.33 mm., which changed Ω values from 5 to
4 between 1992-1999 and 4 to 3 the following year. A nourishment project in 2002 added new
sediments of similar grain size prior to the project, and due to the matched grain sizes, the beach
reached equilibrium and major changes in beach morphology were not induced. Benedet et al.
(2004b) also support the idea of dissipative beaches being typically flatter with wider surf zones,
and the beach profiles they studied trended towards the dissipative domain after the 1993
projects.
Elko and Wang (2007) studied Upham Beach on the low-energy, west coast of Florida,
conducting beach profiles, shoreline surveys, and nearshore wave measurements before, during,
and immediately after a major nourishment project. The project was completed nine days before
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Hurricane Frances passed by the project, reducing the steep post-nourishment beach slope from
0.078 to 0.036, nearly to the beach's equilibrium slope of 0.034. Hurricanes Ivan and Jeanne,
nearly as energetic as Hurricane Frances, also passed by the project but resulted in much less
profile slop change. Elko and Wang (2007) claim their study indicates profile equilibration can be
an event-driven process, contradicting the concept of longer-term gradual profile equilibration.
Profile and planform adjustment can occur rapidly given appropriate site conditions and energy
levels. During profile equilibration, most of the volume of placed material remains within the
project area and is simply redistributed across the profile. Though nourished beaches have been
discussed in geomorphologic literature, there is no geomorphologic classification of the intensity
of a beach's nourishment.
1.5 Research Objectives and Hypotheses
Previous studies on Alabama beaches used Wright and Short's (1984) system to
qualitatively classify and monitor beach state. While beach nourishment is discussed in previous
literature, its effects on determining beach state over time are not well addressed. The purpose of
this research is to:
(1) classify and compare beach morphology at selected beaches along the Alabama coast,
(2) determine representative quality and measure differences in Ω values and their parameters by
comparing field and computer model data with buoy data, and
(3) examine the effect of nourishment history on current beach morphology at a select number of
sites located on the Alabama coast.
Based on prior studies and information on nourishment projects, I will test the following null
hypotheses:
H0: There is no difference in beach morphologic state due to the use of different wave data
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collection methods within the parameters of the Ω value.
H1: There is no significant relationship between beach morphologic state and nourishment
history.
To test the H0, I classified selected Alabama beaches according to the Wright and Short
system using different methods of wave data and estimated differences in beach classification based
on the use of either.
To test the H1, I compared beach morphology values with nourishment using the
nourishment index to observe any relationship.
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CHAPTER 2: SITE DESCRIPTION
2.1 Geomorphology and Geology of the East Coastal Plain of Alabama
The study sites were located along the Alabama coastline within the eastern portion of the
Coastal Plain physiographic region (Fig. 2.1, Table 2.1). The Gulf Coast of Alabama extends
from the Mississippi to Florida state lines, a distance of 74 km. However, including estuaries and
inlets the coastline is 977 km (Sturma, et al., 2006). The study area is within the Coastal
Lowlands district, characterized by gently undulating to flat topography parallel to the shoreline
(Jones and Patterson, 2005). Two major drainage basins empty into the Gulf of Mexico within
coastal Alabama: the Perdido River basin, encompassing 3,238 km2 (located partially in Florida,)
and the Mobile River basin, the sixth largest drainage area in the United States and the fourth
largest flow volume river basin encompassing 111,370 km2 (including parts of Tennessee,
Georgia, and Mississippi). There are two main peninsulas: Fort Morgan at the mouth of Mobile
Bay, and Perdido Key at the mouth of Perdido Bay. There are at least ten coastal islands, of
which Dauphin Island is the largest (Sturma, et al., 2006).
The geology of the Alabama coastal counties ranges in age from the late Pliocene Epoch
to the present, consisting of mostly sand and silt with some gravel, clay, and sandstone (Reed,
1971). Deposits during this Epoch were made from coalescing river floodplains on the broad
coastal plain (Otvos, 1985). The geological units of coastal Alabama from oldest to youngest are
the Miocene Series undifferentiated, Citronelle Formation in the Pliocene Series, high terrace
deposits in the Pleistocene Series, and alluvial, low terrace, and coastal deposits in the
Pleistocene and Holocene series. Alluvial, low terrace, and coastal deposits overlie older geologic
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units in many areas, consisting of white, gray, orange, and brown partly carbonaceous, locally
fossiliferous, very fine to coarse-grained sand that can be gravelly (Reed, 1971). Coastal deposits
during the Pleistocene Epoch resulted from warm interglacial and cooler glacial periods, which
include the fluvial Prairie deposits that formed level floodplains and the ridge-forming Gulfport
coastal barrier formations. These are preceded and underlain by the muddy-sandy and fossil-rich
Biloxi Formation, deposited in nearshore gulf, bay, and lagoonal areas. The Prairie Formation
underlies most present marshes in Alabama. The Gulfport Formation formed many beach ridges,
and includes fine to medium sand. This sand is often humate-stained, which is a dark brown to
black organic-rich amorphous matter (Otvos, 1985). Unconsolidated alluvial sand, gravelly
sands, and clays found along the Alabama coast combined with varying amounts of precipitation
dramatically affect the turbitity of the shallow receiving waters in the basins. An estimated 4.85
billion kg of sediment annually enters the Mobile Bay estuary, with 33% deposited in the delta
and 52% in the bay. The remainder is transported to the Gulf of Mexico and Mississippi Sound
(Sturma, et al., 2006).
The peak of the ice age between 15,000 and 60,000 years ago brought dry conditions to
the northern Gulf coast, indicated by large remnant dune hills. The Holocene Epoch has had a
continual rise in sea level, gradually drowning coastal river valleys and preventing coarse stream
sediments from directly reaching the coast. Holocene sediments, consisting mostly of sandy finegrained silts and clays with significant organic material, fill estuaries and have built up
marshlands. Fine-grained, highly saturated deposits have a stronger tendency towards subsidence,
resulting in the encroachment of coastal waters and erosion of marshes. The Alabama coastal
marshes have experienced considerably less compacting subsidence than those of Mississippi and
Louisiana. A general reduction in sediment to the coastal depositional systems, however, has
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resulted in drowned coastal areas and shoreline retreat (Otvos, 1985).
2.2 Major Geomorphic Features of Coastal Alabama
Gulf Shores and Fort Morgan Area
The Baldwin County coastline has considerable geomorphic diversity and contains a
number of well-preserved fluvial and marine landforms. Sea-level changes during the Pleistocene
have played a significant role in the area’s geomorphologic history by creating different energy
environments (Bearden, 1990). Stone et al. (1992) summarized the geomorphology of Morgan
Point as “well preserved beach ridge plains interspersed by a series of modern spit, barrier island
and baymouth barrier formations fronting shallow lagoons.” Sea-level fall about 30,000 years BP
resulted in fluvial downcutting of the coastal terrain and created incised river valleys (Bearden,
1990). Currently, shifting sand deposits in coastal Alabama often migrate over or deposit sand in
front of houses, roads, beach ridges, and other manmade and natural features. Migratory dunes
move inland. Average annual wind velocity in the region is 13.4 km/hr, and the strongest winds
in the area under normal conditions exceed 40 km/hr. Active dunes in coastal Alabama generally
support little vegetation, and are therefore easily reshaped by aeolian processes and wave action.
The beaches and dunes of the Alabama coast are well-sorted, fine to coarse quartz sand (average
medium sand), usually containing a small percentage of heavy minerals. Bearden (1990) found
Mean grain size to be 1.8 phi with a standard deviation of 0.052 phi. Primary sedimentary
features of the coastal dune landscape in Alabama are undulatory wind ripples on the dune
surfaces.
Dauphin Island
Dauphin Island is the easternmost barrier island along the U.S. coastline in the Gulf of
Mexico region (Smith, 1997). The coastal plain of the Gulf Coasts of the United States is a good
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example of a gently sloping surface of relatively young, recently emerging sedimentary strata
(Strahler and Strahler, 2002). Barrier islands are formed primarily by longshore drift (Otvos,
1985). Longshore drift in the breaker zone creates ridges of sand parallel to the shore. These
ridges may interfere with the advance of the waves that built them, causing them to grow longer
and wider, eventually rising above the water surface as barrier islands. The barrier islands of
Alabama are recent features of less than 5,000 years old, continually nurtured by sand that is
carried alongshore by wave transport from northwest Florida and Alabama (Otvos, 1985; Smith,
1997). The islands are generally eroding on their east end and accreting on their west end (Otvos,
1985). It is therefore not surprising that the eastern shore of Dauphin Island contains small and
scattered beaches, while the southwestern shore contains extremely wide sandy beaches. The
barrier islands of this area are exposed to the full intensity of the Gulf’s dynamic processes,
which cause frequent change and occasional destruction. Over time these islands vary in position,
length, width, and elevation. The northern Gulf barrier islands function as natural barriers
between mainland and estuary areas for high-energy waves and storm surges (Smith, 1997).
Dauphin Island protects a portion of the Mobile Bay shoreline. Dauphin Island has sufficient
elevation and erosion-resistant features such as dunes and vegetative cover to be habitable by
people. The location and geomorphology of the island are related to several factors including the
Mobile ebb-tide delta, prevailing westward longshore current drift, storm and hurricane events,
and recently to a lesser degree, coastal engineering structures (Smith, 1997). Dauphin Island
developed upon a remnant of older Pleistocene-Holocene terrain, which may be of terrestrial as
well as barrier island origin. The island can be looked at in two distinct sections. The eastern onethird is more elevated and populated, and the western two-thirds is a narrow, recurved sand spit.
The island is currently about 24 km in length, but has ranged from an estimated 8 km to 60 km
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(Smith, 1997).
Due to a low tidal range (less than 1 m), Jones and Patterson (2006) identify Alabama
beaches as being wave dominated. This classifies them as low energy under the aforementioned
criteria (Brander and Short, 2000; Jackson, et al., 2002). The dominance of waves causes
longshore bars of Alabama’s coastline to be typically rhythmically irregular. The shapes of the
longshore bars are particularly informative, serving as one indicator of whether a beach is eroding
or accreting. Absence or low relief of longshore bars occurs mainly at inlets and areas with
insufficient littoral sand supply (Jones and Patterson, 2006). This area of the Gulf of Mexico has
a strong westward longshore current (Smith, 1997). Increasing wave reflection (or decreasing
sediment supply) causes the longshore bar to become progressively cuspate or crescentic with a
long wavelength, then cresecentic with a short wavelength, then fragmented and transverse, and
finally absent. Dauphin Island, for example, is characterized by the absence (or relatively low
relief) of a longshore bar with a steep beach face and well-defined cusps on the eastern shore,
being more characteristic of a reflective beach (Jones and Patterson, 2007).
Storm History
Alabama has had significant recent storm impact to its coastal areas. For 20082009, storms were the predominant mechanism of beach modification. In August and
September of 2008, there were four major storm events impacting Alabama’s coast
(Jones and Darby, 2009). There were also several significant tropical cyclones during the 20042005 hurricane seasons, with 2005 being the most active season on record. Hurricane Katrina
devastated the Alabama coastline with storm tides that washed over recently renourished dunes
causing significant sand displacement. The last storm of the 2005 season affecting Alabama,
Hurricane Rita, moved some sand from the renourished berms and backfilled shore-parallel
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scours caused by Hurricane Katrina (Jones and Patterson, 2006). While the activity of the last
several years is most significant in the current state of the beaches, storms have always played a
role in the state of Alabama beaches. Hurricane Frederic (1979) modified dune heights by as
much as 3 meters (Bearden, 1990), and the 1916 hurricane destroyed much of the sandspit
portion of Dauphin Island (Smith, 1997).
2.3 Study Sites
2.3.1 Selection
There are several buoys providing data on the Alabama coastline from the National Data
Buoy Center of the National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration. Only two of these buoys
provide current wave data, but the other buoys provide wind data, allowing wave data to be
approximated using modeling. Based on the available buoy data and qualification as a sandy
beach, five sites have been selected for data retrieval, all identified on accompanying maps of the
coastline broken down into reaches. Sites have been evaluated with a nourishment index (N),
described below. Jones and Patterson (2009) provided a table with the history of all known beach
nourishment projects on the Alabama coast. All nourishment values were based on data from this
and other GSA reports (Jones and Patterson, 2006, 2007; Jones and Darby, 2008, 2009). Only
sand deposits taking place on beaches of the study were included in this list. An overview of the
study area is provided in Figure 2.1 with site and buoy data in Table 2.1, and photos of each site
in Figures 2.2-2.10.
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Fig. 2.1 Bathymetric photo identifying project study sites

Table 2.1
Site Summary Table (Beach monuments reference GSA reports, and locations were used to
determine slope with data from GSA report supplements and data provided by Olsen and
Associates)
Site Location

Buoy

Buoy
GSA Monument Slope
Latitude/Longitude Nearest To Buoy

1

Gulf Shores (GS)

42012 30.065 N 87.555 W OB-1, A55

-0.01167

2

Fort Morgan (FM)

-0.01161

3

Dauphin Island East (DIE)

FMOA 30.228 N 88.025 W FM-0
DPIA1 30.248 N 88.073 W DI-32

4

Dauphin Island West (DIW) 42040 29.205 N 88.205 W DI-8

5

Mobile Bay (MB)

MBLA 30.421 N 87.829 W
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-0.01408
-0.02607

2.3.2 Location
Fig. 2.2 Gulf Shores beach

28

Fig. 2.3 Fort Morgan Beach

29

Fig. 2.4 Fort Morgan dunes and beach

30

Fig 2.5 Fort Morgan, bulldozers excavating tarps laid under sand due to Deepwater Horizon oil
spill

31

Fig 2.6 Dauphin Island eastern shore beach

32

Fig 2.7 Dauphin Island western shore beach

33

Fig 2.8 Mobile Bay Fairhope public beach

34

Fig 2.9 Mobile Bay beach near Weeks Bay

35

Fig 2.10 Mobile Bay Bon Secour beach
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2.3.3 Description
Site 1 – Gulf Shores
Site 1 (Figure 2.2) is found in the western portion of the Perdido Key Reach, known as
Gulf Shores/Orange Beach, in East Baldwin County. This research used data from the Orange
Beach Buoy Station 42012 for this site. This area is densely populated with high rising
condominium buildings and commercial beach activity. Gulf State Park (Cotton Bayou) and
Romar Beach provide easy public access to the beaches that are preserved from manmade
structures. I also visited a private beach accessible from the commercial lodging area. Several
nourishment projects have taken place in this reach, including the largest known nourishment
project to date (Jones and Darby, 2009). This site also has complete buoy data, including over
two years of recent data on significant wave heights and wave period. This site contains light to
medium vegetation on its dunes, which unsurprisingly is more present in state park areas than
commercial areas.
Site 2 – Fort Morgan
Site 2 (Figures 2.3 - 2.5) is located along the Fort Morgan peninsula and I used the Fort
Morgan buoy FMOA1 for these data. This area has only one documented instance of recent
nourishment activity. This is another wide sandy beach on the ocean side of the peninsula (where
the study sites were), while the Mobile Bay side has few and scattered beaches. This site contains
medium vegetation on its dunes, and heavy vegetation behind the dunes. One of these heavily
vegetated areas is the Bon Secour Wildlife Refuge, 7,000 acres of wildlife habitat for migratory
birds, nesting sea turtles, and the endangered Alabama beach mouse. It was established by
Congress in 1980 to preserve the coastal dune ecosystem and "serve as a living laboratory for
students and scientists." The refuge is one of the largest undeveloped parcels of land on the
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Alabama coast, with its dunes serving as a reminder of the Gulf Coast as it once was (U.S. Fish
and Wildlife Service, 2010). The portion of the peninsula beyond the wildlife refuge is beach
homes and some undeveloped area, with the structures of the actual Fort Morgan and a ferry
launch at Fort Morgan Point. I used two public access routes to the beaches along undeveloped
areas of this last reach, and the public access beach the Fort Morgan historic site.
Site 3 – Dauphin Island East
Site 3 (Figure 2.6) is on the eastern side of Dauphin Island near Fort Gaines and I used
data from Dauphin Island Buoy Station DPIA1 for this site. This side of the island has had
ongoing nourishment activity for decades to counter the erosion caused by westward flowing
currents (Jones and Darby, 2009). Many sections of this side of the island do not have beach,
while some have scattered small beaches and spits. Fort Gaines is a prominent feature of the far
southeast part of the island, with some small natural beaches and steeply incised land to maintain
structure foundation. This site contains light to heavy vegetation, including the area of Dauphin
Island Sea Lab. The area does not have any beaches that can support dunes. I accessed two
public beach areas on opposite sides of Fort Gaines, and a public area near the Sea Lab.
Site 4 – Dauphin Island West
Site 4 (Figure 2.7) is on the southwest side of the West Dauphin Island reach. Complete
wave data are provided by the South of Dauphin Island Buoy Station 42040. This site is an
extremely wide, sandy beach, accumulating much of the sediment that is eroded from the eastern
side of the island. This side of the island has undergone significant recent nourishment projects
(Jones and Darby, 2009), presumably in the areas that do not benefit from this sediment
deposition. This site contains medium vegetation on its dunes, which in some areas are tens of
meters landward on the beach. There is a very large public beach, as well as some undeveloped
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regions approaching the eastern tip of the island, which I used for beach access.
Site 5 – Mobile Bay
Site 5 (Figures 2.8 - 2.10) is along the eastern and southern portion of Mobile Bay, with
two sites in Fairhope and one on the southern portion of the bay. Date were provided by the
Mobile Bay buoy MBLA1 for this site. The Fairhope beaches are natural and have only one
documented case of nourishment. This information was provided by the City of Fairhope Public
Works Director Jennifer Fidler (2010). This site contains light vegetation interspersed throughout
the sand with no dunes, transitioning to heavy vegetation moving away from the beach. Due to
the nature of this site as a bay beach, its wave features are scaled down.
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CHAPTER 3: METHODS
For this research project, I calculated the Ω values of the five selected sites as a method of
classifying beach state, examined how beach state can vary depending on differences in the source
of wave data, observed whether field and computer model data are representative of buoy data,
and sought a numerical relationship between the Ω values and nourishment index values.
3.1 Beach Classification
Using the system developed by Wright and Short (1984), it is possible to classify
Alabama’s beaches based on their Ω value, determined by wave breaker height, sediment fall
velocity, and wave period using the following equation:
Eq. 3.1

Ω = Hb/(wsT)

where Hb = breaker height, ws = sediment fall velocity, and T = wave period. The system
determines beaches to be dissipative, reflective, or one of four intermediate states. An Ω value of
<1 defines a reflective beach, with 1 being the threshold between reflective and intermediate.
Intermediate state values between 1 and 6 require using a visual diagram (Fig. 1.2) to identify each
condition based on bar state, so this additional step would be required for any beaches found to be
in this range. An Ω value of >6 indicates a dissipative beach. Values beyond 6 correspond with
the surf zone width expanding as Ω values increase (Wright and Short, 1984).
Calculating the Ω value of the beaches in order to classify them required determining the
following variables: (1) sediment fall velocity, (2) wave breaker height, and (3) wave period. As
discussed earlier, obtaining accurate and representative data for the wave components presents certain
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challenges this research addressed to evaluate the reliability of field and model data.
Fall velocity is defined as, “a sediment grain in a less dense, viscous fluid attain[ing] a
terminal settling velocity…as the gravitational force is balanced by the hydrodynamic drag force
on the grain (Hallermeier, 1981).” Ahrens (2003) analyzed the best method for calculating
sediment fall velocity by looking at four different equations used by different authors and
adjusting the coefficients to improve the performance of the equations and minimize error.
Ahrens’ study shows the Archimedes buoyancy index is the fundamental independent variable for
the fall velocity. The Archimedes buoyancy index is
Eq. 3.2

A = ∆gd3/v2

where ∆ = relative density of a sediment ((ρs-ρ)/ρ) with ρs and ρ being the density of the
sediment and fluid respectively, g = acceleration of gravity, d = characteristic diameter of
sediment, and v = kinematic viscosity of water. The study provides an equation for accurate
estimation of the mass density of water over the range of 0-30°C. For salt water, the mass density
of water is given as
Eq. 3.3

ρ (g/cm3) = c 0 + c 1 T + c 2 T2

where c 0 = 1.028043, c 1 = 0.0000721, c 2 = 0.00000471 and T = temperature in degrees Celsius
(Ahrens, 2003). Temperatures for this equation used averages calculated from buoy data. The
mass density of the sediment is determined by filling a container of a known volume with the
sediment, weighing the container with the sediment, subtracting the tare weight of the container,
and then dividing by the total volume (Balco and Stone, 2003). Once the Archimedes’ buoyancy
index is obtained, the sediment fall velocity can be calculated. Ahrens (2003) examines four different
sediment fall velocity equations based on Archimedes’ buoyancy index and C L and C T , which are
coefficients with provided equations based on the Archimedes’ buoyancy index. The C T
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coefficient is improved from previous studies by the author. Ahrens provides amount of error for
each equation. I got values for each sediment fall velocity equation and inserted them into the Ω
equations and found little to no difference in overall values, so I used an average of all four
equations whenever sediment fall velocity was needed.
Previous researchers' methods of collecting wave data include direct measurements as
well as buoy hindcast data. Wright and Short (1984) took direct wave measurements and used
sensors. Benedet et al. (2004b) used direct statistical averages of significant wave height records
from Wave Information Study (WIS) data for their estimation of wave breaker height. In their
study on the sediment sources of the northwest Florida and southeast Alabama coast, Stone et al.
(1992) also used hindcast information from the WIS for wave data.
Wave data for this research were collected from the National Data Buoy Center of the
National Oceanic and Atmospheric Administration (http://www.ndbc.noaa.gov), which contains
historical data on wave breaker heights and wave periods, and the Wave Information Studies
Project of the U.S. Army Corps of Engineers (http://chl.erdc.usace.army.mil/wis), which also
provided historical data. The Gulf Shores/Orange Beach and Dauphin Island West are the only two
buoys that provide current wave height and wave periods. The buoys give the significant wave
height, which is different than breaking wave height, the Hb variable in the equation to determine
beach states. However, several studies have been done to determine the relationship between
offshore significant wave heights and nearshore wave breaker heights (Smith, 1993; Smith and
Kraus, 1991; Sunamura, 1980; Weggel, 1982; Goda, 1970). The equation
Eq. 3.4

Hb = Ω b H s

where Hs is the significant wave height, and Ωb is the breaker height index in which
Eq. 3.5

Ω b = 0.56(H s /L 0 )-1/5
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and
Eq. 3.6

L 0 = gT2/(2π)

gives the wave breaker height.
Wave height data were also calculated using wave modeling software, discussed in the
next section. I measured wave periods in the field for at least ten minutes at each site for each
visit using a stopwatch device that recorded the length of time in between waves. I selected a
transect of about ten meters, and used auditory and visual cues of the length between waves.
After recording the times, I entered them into a spreadsheet.
At each of the sites, sediment samples were collected once per visit at mean sea level in
consistent conditions of low tide (Anfuso, et al., 2001) with no recent significant storm activity
(Houser, 2010). I measured the sediment samples in the lab to determine particle sizes by dry
sieving, in order to get sediment fall velocity. Sieve size distribution was based on the phi scale in
the range of sand grain size, -1 to 4 phi or 1/16 mm to 2 mm. General sieve procedures were
provided by Reddy (2002). Due to the number of available sieve slots, I used sieves sizes of 0, 1,
2, and 3 phi. No particles fell below the finest sieve, and few particles were retained above the top
sieve. Particle-size frequency distributions were then determined using procedures described in
Bunte and Abt (2001). A table was made including columns of sieve size, weight retained on
sieve, weight passing through sieve or the % finer, and a cumulative % finer. I was then able to
take these data and use the linear interpolation formula provided by Bunte and Abt (2001), which
first required a log transformation of the mm size class. The linear interpolation formula
determines the sediment size corresponding with a % finer value, meaning the D50 median value.
This value is the characteristic sediment diameter used for calculating the sediment fall velocity.
This information along with the data from the buoy stations of average wave heights and
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periods provided enough data to classify beach states under the Wright and Short (1984) method
for the sites with complete buoy data. Every site contained wind buoy data which were used in
the model, so some buoy data were used for every site with the model. Field values for wave
periods were also used for every site.

3.2 Nourishment Effects
Additionally, I created a dimensionless index to quantify level of nourishment for
individual beaches, where N, the nourishment level, is determined by the following equation:
Eq. 3.7

N = log((v*n)/D 50 )

Where v = total volume of sand added from all depositional nourishment projects in m3, n = number
of nourishment projects in the site area, and D 50 is the diameter of the median particle size based
on the cumulative frequency of measured particle sizes. For example, with the history of the Gulf
State Park nourishment projects in 2001, 2004, 2005, and 2006, resulting in the
deposition of 7,755,905 m3 of sand, it would have an N value of log(7,755,905*4/0.25), or 8.0. I
designed the nourishment index as a way to characterize the intensity of a beach’s nourishment
history. The total nourishment index number value has a correlation coefficient of 0.76 with the number
of documented nourishment projects and 0.77 with the total volume of deposited sand. This is a strong
relationship with each, though there are only five values for each dataset, and this relationship is not
significant at the 0.05 level. While more locations with complete nourishment data available would be
useful, the strength of the relationship with current data seems appropriate because the index was
supposed to balance these values and represent both. For example, Gulf Shores and Dauphin Island East
both had N values over 8, the two highest values of all sites. Dauphin Island East has had 14
nourishment projects, but with much smaller quantities of sand than those deposited during the 4
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nourishment projects of Gulf Shores. The single N value is to communicate "how much and how many
times" in regards to a site's beach nourishment history, though does not clearly differentiate using the
simple value. The characteristic sediment diameter serves as the denominator because, as mentioned
earlier, sediment grains tend to coarsen over time after nourishment projects. In the presence of energetic
environments like breaking waves, over time unaltered sediments will increase in size as finer sediments
are washed away. Because it was also discussed that uncharacteristically fine sediments are deposited in
nourishment projects, the grain size in the denominator tends to increase the value of N when sediment
sizes are smaller. The natural logarithm scale is simply to get values easier to compare to other numbers
such as Ω values, which as mentioned earlier for these beaches were expected to range from six
up into the 30s. Though the natural log scale changes the value spacing, it is a consistent
relationship and a correlation of Ω and N gives the same value regardless if N is log transformed.
Because the nourishment for these beaches involves the addition of sand to widen them and the
addition of finer sediments, greater nourishment values may relate to greater Ω values.
3.3 Wave Modeling
Data provided by wave modeling software were from the wave modeler Steady State
Spectral Wave (STWave) created by the Coastal and Hydraulics Laboratory under the U.S.
Army Corps of Engineers. The wave modeler is a script that needs to be executed in a compiling
program. For this I used Surface-Water Modeling System (SMS) 10.1. I began with a bathymetry
file provided by the National Geophysical Data Center (NGDC) of NOAA
(http://www.ngdc.noaa.gov/mgg/gdas/gd_designagrid.html). Creating a bathymetry file requires
latitudinal and longitudinal boundaries, which I delineated for each study site using Google Earth
(http://www.google.com/earth) to find the specific sites I visited and also based the coordinates
on those of the buoys used for each site. The bathymetry file can be in several formats depending
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on the user's operating system. I selected an ASCII bathymetry file which I loaded into SMS
10.1, and then created a scatter plot in the project. After reprojecting the file to metric units, I
created a grid and a map in the project, defining the region and oncoming wave direction. After
that, the energy spectrum is generated using one of five different functions, each requiring
different parameters. I selected the Pierson-Moskowitz because the two main variables of the
algorithm, wind angle and wind speed, are provided by every buoy. After I created the energy
spectrum, a few more technical options were selected, and then the model was run. The model
provides an output text file giving an average wave significant height for each column. I entered
each of these values into a spreadsheet. These were significant wave heights, so I used Eq. 3.4 to
convert the values to wave breaker heights.
3.4 Statistical Analyses
This experiment had null hypotheses that there is no difference in beach morphologic
states due to different sources of wave data, and that there is no relationship between Ω values
and nourishment histories. I tested these hypotheses by asking the following questions:
1) Do Alabama beaches ever fall outside of the dissipative regime in any of their Ω values, with
any combination of values from buoy, field, and model data?
This question is answered by converting Ω integer values to nominal values, meaning
reflective, intermediate, and dissipative.
2) Buoy averages seem the best or most accurate way to measure wave height and period for Ω
values due to their data availability. Are the field and model Ω values representative of buoy Ω
values based on two years of data?
2a. Are the field periods measured at each site representative of the values provided by the
buoys?
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2b. Are the model wave heights representative of the values from the buoys?
I answered these questions by treating buoy data and its corresponding Ω values as
population values, treating the field and model based values as a sample population, and
performing two-tailed t-tests. I used the Microsoft Excel add-in "XLStat," to confirm normality
of the buoy-based Ω values p<0.05 using four different normality tests. Wave periods are
normally distributed, but wave heights are expected to follow a Rayleigh distribution (Mehaute
and Hanes, 1990), weighted towards higher values due to extreme weather events. Therefore,
wave heights were transformed with a natural log scale before their use in a t-test. Each
population mean value was based on over 23,000 data samples. Modal Ω values based on field
and model data were treated as sample values and compared to Ω values based on biweekly
averages from the buoys for a general representation of population Ω values. I then ran a t-test,
which first required obtaining standard deviation and standard error of these population and
sample values. Similar t-tests were run with model wave heights and field periods to buoy data.
Additionally, since Ω values for both sites containing buoy data were close to each other
and to their corresponding site Ω values using field and model data, I ran an ANOVA to be
certain that each of these data were significantly different. This test had a value of n=4, which
included the two sets of Ω values based on buoy data and the two sets of values based on field
and model values. With a degrees of freedom (df) of 3 between values and df=245 within values,
the F-ratio for this test was significant at 3.88 for p<0.05. This test was not to measure
differences in these methods, as there were only two sets of two methods, but to measure
differences in the source data for similar modal Ω values.
3) Is there a correlation between N values and Ω values? i.e. do they co-vary?
This question simply sought any relationship between Ω values and nourishment index N
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values for each site using a Pearson rank correlation.
Statistical tests referenced Gravetter and Wallnau (2002) for test procedures and
significant values. A list of data sources and what they were used for is present in table 3.1.
Table 3.1 Data sources and their use
Data Source
Field Sediment Samples
Field Periods
Wave Modeler
Gulf Shores and Dauphin Island
West Buoys
All Buoys

Used For
Characteristic sediment diameter and bulk density for
sediment fall velocity and nourishment index
Modal Ω values for each site, comparing to available buoy
wave periods
Wave heights to calculate Ω values for each site, comparing
to available buoy wave heights
Modal Ω values and heights and periods for comparison by
model heights and field periods
Wind speed and direction, water temperature, and
latitude/longitude for bathymetry files in wave modeler
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CHAPTER 4: RESULTS
Data were calculated for modal Ω values using field periods, model heights, and buoy
heights/periods (Tables 4.1 and 4.2). The field period average differences (site visits were
approximately 1 year apart) ranged from 0.22 s at Fort Morgan (FM) to 1.46 at Mobile Bay
(MB). The field period and buoy period averages for the two sites containing data for both were
each within 1 s of each other. Model height averages ranged from 0.63 m for Mobile Bay to 0.9
m for Gulf Shores (GS). The buoy average wave breaker height was 0.85 m for Gulf Shores and
1.00 m for Dauphin Island West (DIW), while their model averages were 0.9 m and 0.73 m
respectively. The four different equations provided by Ahrens (2003) were used to calculate
sediment fall velocities for each site, and then those values were averaged (Table 4.2). Modal Ω
values based on combinations of total buoy averages, field individual visit and overall averages,
and model averages for the two sites containing buoy data returned similar values, with each
field/model based Ω value within a range of 2 to its corresponding buoy Ω value (Table 4.3).
Gulf Shores and Dauphin Island West had Ω values of 27.5 and 27.8 respectively based on buoy
data, and Ω values of 24.8 and 26.0 using field and model data. Using solely field and model
data gave an Ω value range of 9.0 for Mobile Bay to 32.6 for Dauphin Island East (DIE) (Table
4.4). All values were found in the dissipative range.
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Table 4.1
Field Period, Model and Buoy Height Averages
Field Period Field Period Buoy Period Model
Buoy
Buoy Hb
Site
1 (s)
2 (s)
Average (s) Height (m) Hs (m) (m)
3.68
2.22
0.63
MB
5.01
4.27
3.96
0.9
0.76
0.852175
GS
2.73
2.55
0.8
FM
3.32
3.29
0.59
DIE
3.13
3.48
4.24
0.73
0.9
1.002629
DIW
Table 4.2
Sediment Fall Velocity Values (Ahrens, 2003)
Site

MB
GS
FM
DIE
DIW

Rubey
Cheng
Ahrens
Chang and Liou Average
0.0226312
0.027143 0.02244711
0.022235
0.023614
0.0074652
0.009029 0.00739512
0.007406
0.007824
0.0096639
0.011671
0.009575
0.00957
0.01012
0.0052247
0.00633 0.00517468
0.005195
0.005481
0.0081099
0.009805 0.00803427
0.008041
0.008498

Table 4.3
Ω values for sites with complete buoy data and sources of wave data, giving the source of data
for height and period as buoy, model, or field
Site

Parameter

Source

Height (m) Buoy
Period (s) Buoy
GS
DIW

Field 1 Field 2 Field
Average
23.474
27.5049 21.740 25.508
35.7007
27.828 37.696 33.905

Model
Buoy

Field
Average
29.04852
24.7914
20.26121
25.9932

Table 4.4
Ω modal values for each site using solely field and model data and nourishment index values
Site
MB
GS
FM
DIE
DIW

Ω
9.0437
24.7914
29.9437
32.5699
25.9932

N
2.5
8.0
3.5
8.6
6.5
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Biweekly average Ω values based on buoy wave heights and periods were calculated for
2 years worth of data which began in April 2008 (Tables 4.5a and 4.5b), ranging from 16.8 to
36.6 for Gulf Shores and 13.3 to 47.0 for Dauphin Island West. The model wave (breaker)
heights and their corresponding Ω values for Gulf Shores show a much smaller range in both
values (Tables 4.6a and 4.6b). The model wave heights for Gulf Shores ranged from 0.84 m to
0.96 m with corresponding Ω values ranging from 23.2 to 26.5. The model wave heights for
Dauphin Island West range from 0.68 m to 0.81 m with corresponding Ω values ranging from
26.3 to 31.2. Ω values were calculated for each of the other sites using individual model values,
though these are not displayed here since only the Gulf Shores and Dauphin Island West sites
had population data for statistical comparison.
Table 4.5a
Biweekly height, period, and Ω values for Gulf Shores with complete buoy data
Wave Height (m) Wave Period (s)
Ω
1.212026
4.516287
1.138836
4.600595
0.964772
4.185463
0.853581
4.125134
0.450207
3.421601
0.531556
3.604939
0.599426
3.818298
0.460065
3.419668
0.554431
3.859323
0.671037
3.842788
0.762303
3.958369
1.455599
4.394732
0.57361
3.559639
0.991611
3.895946
1.292866
4.220629
0.903798
3.633175
0.734474
3.378735
1.306917
4.780511
1.075477
3.938013
0.64169
3.685045

34.30103
31.63909
29.46171
26.44742
16.81743
18.84638
20.06516
17.19538
18.36172
22.3191
24.61434
42.33368
20.59624
32.53159
39.15192
31.79521
27.78428
34.94223
34.90604
22.25663
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0.937386
0.836598
0.76358
1.293596
1.014087
0.718598
0.708892
1.013815
0.774793
1.08458
1.189871
0.71562
1.038227
0.777845
1.011868
1.055102
1.00585
0.722417
0.840708
0.804026
0.853667
0.842414
1.1016
0.544429
0.74836
1.285327
1.016197
0.718011
0.829576
0.91166
0.711133
0.780949

4.053675
3.877934
3.399671
4.728946
3.950854
3.638138
3.77979
4.146536
3.522754
4.402432
4.160123
3.573231
4.16753
3.714565
4.026577
4.27638
3.836285
3.76045
3.913554
3.864388
4.304196
4.043892
4.650804
3.937713
3.367068
4.774955
3.897666
3.695526
4.001386
3.926796
3.902024
4.143743

29.55604
27.57358
28.70745
34.96318
32.80657
25.24546
23.97118
31.25001
28.11125
31.48805
36.55699
25.59753
31.84125
26.76467
32.11919
31.53514
33.51191
24.55414
27.45686
26.59293
25.34971
26.62582
30.2742
17.67153
28.40768
34.40496
33.32345
24.83313
26.49857
29.67367
23.29367
24.08831

Table 4.5b
Biweekly height, period, and Ω values for Dauphin Island West with complete buoy data
Wave Height (m) Wave Period (s)
Ω
1.347419
4.373323
1.130448
4.148293
1.464032
4.323243
1.291544
4.258274
1.458869
4.514435
1.347442
4.367917
1.830909
4.97435
1.504977
4.590901

39.3793
34.83035
43.28302
38.76613
41.30377
39.42869
47.04432
41.89949
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1.324515
1.272723
1.122555
0.461795
0.574632
0.654315
0.442723
0.586357
1.153046
1.094412
1.22139
0.781461
0.821054
1.169255
1.219868
0.95853
0.591243
0.490328
1.234382
0.975349
0.900564
0.655383
0.853447
0.856047
1.044361
0.490433
1.263771
0.875446
1.292447
1.433798
1.146605
1.358244
1.031564
1.197271
0.615026
0.876941
1.217426
1.135633
0.89943
0.614332
0.43072
1.321231
0.924812
0.816445

4.701637
4.535714
4.394866
3.520804
3.513343
3.721935
3.216925
4.037066
4.523792
4.625285
4.674985
4.503333
4.075374
4.72411
4.611235
4.518095
3.813304
4.241071
5.037642
4.366269
4.393333
3.619881
4.012925
4.25048
4.240896
3.676967
4.52578
4.491246
4.519033
4.547968
4.265761
4.906803
4.46262
4.688323
4.240714
4.209888
4.779659
4.545495
4.607143
3.771042
4.135863
5.138687
4.374328
4.230565

36.00681
35.86451
32.64665
16.76425
20.90481
22.46959
17.59007
18.56407
32.57772
30.24261
33.39266
22.1794
25.75021
31.63486
33.81211
27.11609
19.81716
14.77704
31.31836
28.55132
26.19974
23.14077
27.18267
25.74166
31.47529
17.04775
35.69041
24.91376
36.55476
40.29464
34.35532
35.37984
29.54494
32.64012
18.53665
26.62421
32.55535
31.93255
24.95242
20.82182
13.31083
32.86272
27.02209
24.66636
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Table 4.6a
Model wave breaker heights and Ω values for Gulf Shores
Wave Height (m) Ω
0.961916
0.953974
0.953974
0.953974
0.953974
0.953974
0.953974
0.946016
0.946016
0.946016
0.946016
0.946016
0.946016
0.938041
0.938041
0.938041
0.938041
0.938041
0.930049
0.930049
0.930049
0.930049
0.930049
0.930049
0.92204
0.92204
0.92204
0.92204
0.92204
0.92204
0.914014
0.914014
0.914014
0.914014
0.914014
0.914014
0.90597
0.90597
0.90597
0.90597
0.90597

26.49695
26.27819
26.27819
26.27819
26.27819
26.27819
26.27819
26.05898
26.05898
26.05898
26.05898
26.05898
26.05898
25.8393
25.8393
25.8393
25.8393
25.8393
25.61916
25.61916
25.61916
25.61916
25.61916
25.61916
25.39854
25.39854
25.39854
25.39854
25.39854
25.39854
25.17744
25.17744
25.17744
25.17744
25.17744
25.17744
24.95586
24.95586
24.95586
24.95586
24.95586
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0.90597
0.90597
0.897908
0.897908
0.897908
0.897908
0.897908
0.897908
0.897908
0.889827
0.889827
0.889827
0.889827
0.889827
0.889827
0.889827
0.881729
0.881729
0.881729
0.881729
0.881729
0.881729
0.873612
0.873612
0.873612
0.873612
0.873612
0.873612
0.873612
0.865476
0.865476
0.865476
0.865476
0.865476
0.85732
0.85732
0.85732
0.85732
0.85732
0.849146
0.849146
0.849146
0.849146
0.849146
0.849146

24.95586
24.95586
24.73378
24.73378
24.73378
24.73378
24.73378
24.73378
24.73378
24.5112
24.5112
24.5112
24.5112
24.5112
24.5112
24.5112
24.28812
24.28812
24.28812
24.28812
24.28812
24.28812
24.06452
24.06452
24.06452
24.06452
24.06452
24.06452
24.06452
23.8404
23.8404
23.8404
23.8404
23.8404
23.61576
23.61576
23.61576
23.61576
23.61576
23.39058
23.39058
23.39058
23.39058
23.39058
23.39058
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0.840951
0.840951
0.840951
0.840951
0.840951

23.16485
23.16485
23.16485
23.16485
23.16485

Table 4.6b
Model wave breaker heights and Ω values for Dauphin Island
Wave Height (m)
Ω
0.681071
0.681071
0.681071
0.681071
0.681071
0.681071
0.689705
0.689705
0.689705
0.689705
0.689705
0.689705
0.698313
0.698313
0.698313
0.706895
0.706895
0.706895
0.706895
0.706895
0.706895
0.71545
0.71545
0.71545
0.71545
0.71545
0.71545
0.72398
0.72398
0.72398
0.72398
0.732485
0.732485
0.732485
0.740966

26.33889
26.33889
26.33889
26.33889
26.33889
26.33889
26.67282
26.67282
26.67282
26.67282
26.67282
26.67282
27.00571
27.00571
27.00571
27.33758
27.33758
27.33758
27.33758
27.33758
27.33758
27.66845
27.66845
27.66845
27.66845
27.66845
27.66845
27.99833
27.99833
27.99833
27.99833
28.32724
28.32724
28.32724
28.6552
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0.740966
0.740966
0.740966
0.749422
0.757854
0.757854
0.757854
0.757854
0.766263
0.774649
0.783012
0.791354
0.799673
0.799673
0.799673
0.799673
0.80797
0.80797
0.80797

28.6552
28.6552
28.6552
28.98222
29.30832
29.30832
29.30832
29.30832
29.63352
29.95783
30.28126
30.60383
30.92556
30.92556
30.92556
30.92556
31.24645
31.24645
31.24645

Statistical tests for this research included t-tests (Tables 4.7-4.9), an ANOVA (Table
4.10), and a Pearson correlation (Fig. 4.1). All t-tests were set at a significant value of p < 0.05,
which for the test sample sizes corresponded with a t value of ±1.96. A two-tailed t-test treating
buoy Ω values as the population and the field/model Ω values as a sample measured for any
significant difference between the two methods (Table 4.7). For Gulf Shores, the modal Ω value
from the buoy (population mean) was 28.1 and was 25.5 from the field/model (sample mean),
with a standard deviation (SD) of 5.7 and a standard error (SE) of 0.598. This resulted in a t
value of -4.4, outside of the significant range. For Dauphin Island West, the buoy modal Ω value
was 29.4 and the field/model Ω value was 28.1, with a standard deviation of 7.8 and a standard
error of 1.08. This resulted in a t value of -1.22, within the significant range of ±1.96.
Two-tailed t-tests were run comparing wave period buoy averages (population mean) to
field averages (sample mean) (Table 4.8). For Gulf shores, the buoy average was 4.0 s and the
field average was 4.6 s, with a standard deviation of 0.8 and a standard error of 0.053. This
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resulted in a t value of 11.88, outside of the significant range. Dauphin Island West had a buoy
average of 4.2 s and a field average of 2.61 s, with a standard deviation of 0.8 and a standard
error of 0.05. This resulted in a t value of -32.64, outside of the significant range.
Two-tailed t-tests were also run to compare buoy significant wave height averages
(population mean) to model significant wave height averages (sample mean) (Table 4.9). After
using a natural log transformation on all values to normalize wave height distributions, Gulf
Shores had a buoy average of -0.199 and a model average of -0.051, with a standard deviation of
0.285 and a standard error of 0.002. This gave a t value of 5.00, outside of the significant range.
Dauphin Island West had a buoy average of -0.134 and a model average of -0.162, with a
standard deviation of 0.286 and standard error of 0.002. This resulted in a t value of -0.97, within
the significant range of ±1.96.
ANOVA was performed to verify a difference in a set of four seemingly close Ω values
(Table 4.10), both the buoy based and field/model based values for the two sites containing
complete buoy data. With n=4 and df=3, the significant F-ratio value range was <3.88. The data
resulted in an F-ratio of 19.2, outside of the significant range.
Additionally, each site was plotted with its Ω (x-axis) and nourishment (y-axis)
values. With n=5 and df = 3, a two-tailed Pearson correlation with n=5 and df = 3 had a
significance level of 0.878 and gave values of r=0.72 and r2=0.526.
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Table 4.7
Ω Biweekly to Model and Field t-test (p < .05)
GS

DIW

Buoy (Population) M
Model (Sample) M
SD
SE
t
Buoy M
Model M
SD
SE
t

28.0964
25.456
5.712
0.598
-4.4
29.44927
28.122
7.7975
1.08
-1.22

Table 4.8
Buoy Periods and Field Periods t-test (p < .05)
Buoy (Population) Average
3.981
GS
Field (Sample) Average
4.612
SD
0.839
SE
0.053
t
11.88
Buoy Average
4.251
DIW
Field Average
2.61
SD
0.792
SE
0.05
t
-32.64
Table 4.9
Buoy Heights and Model Heights t-test (values log transformed for normality, p < .05)
GS

DIW

Buoy (Population) Average
Model (Sample) Average
SD
SE
t
Buoy Average
Model Average
SD
SE
t

-0.199
-0.051
0.285
0.002
5.00
-0.134
-0.162
0.286
0.002
-0.97
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Table 4.10
ANOVA for differences in model/field and buoy Ω values for GS and DIW (n=4, p < .05, F =
(3,245) = 3.22)
SS

Between
Within
Total

868.107777
3692.06966
4560.17743

df

3
245
248

MS

289.3693
15.06967

F = 19.2021

Fig. 4.1 Ω and Nourishment Pearson Correlation
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Fig 4.2 Map containing Ω and N values for each site
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CHAPTER 5. DISCUSSION
This research classified Alabama beaches and then observed classification differences
and nourishment effects. Both Gulf Shores and Dauphin Island West Ω values were calculated
using biweekly averages over two years, giving 52 different values. Although the very nature of
this experiment is to determine the usefulness of such practice, I also classified all sample
beaches using field and model data to have a value for every site. The first question was if
Alabama beaches are always dissipative, or if some are found to be intermediate as suggested by
Jones and Patterson (2006). The distributions of Ω values for Gulf Shores and Dauphin Island
were as expected for Alabama beaches, with the lowest values being in the low teens and the
highest values reaching the low 40s, all in the dissipative range (Tables 4.5a and 4.5b). The
lowest Ω value 13 indicates these two beaches, which contain the most complete data of any of
the samples, would likely never enter the intermediate regime under current climate and tectonic
conditions. It is possible this could vary with different sediment data, but this is unlikely as it has
been discussed that sediment fall velocity and wave period are relatively constant to wave height,
the major variable causing Ω to change (Masselink and Short, 1993). This importance of wave
height is easily seen by simply observing the standard deviation of the biweekly Ω values
keeping wave heights constant and substituting different periods, and then keeping periods
constant and substituting wave heights. With a constant period, Gulf Shores had a standard
deviation of 7.6, while this number was 2.5 with constant wave heights. This variance is even
greater in Dauphin Island West, where the standard deviation of Ω values with a constant wave
height and varying wave period is 2.77, but with a constant period and varying height the
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standard deviation is 9.14. This seems to indicate at least these two beaches will always be found
in the dissipative regime. The modal Ω values from the other beaches use field and model data,
and therefore are less certain since the nature of this project is to study how useful these data
methods are. Table 4.3 shows the Ω values of Gulf Shores and Dauphin Island West, giving both
their buoy-based values and field and model-based values, all of which turned out to be, at least
on the surface, very close to each other considering the range of their location on the Ω value
scale. The Ω values for Gulf Shores and Dauphin Island West using field/model data were within
2 units of their corresponding buoy Ω values. The field and model-based Ω values for every site
(Table 4.4) were a seemingly appropriate range of Alabama beaches that were expected to be
distributed across the dissipative regime. Ω values based on biweekly wave breaker height and
period values (Table 4.5a and 4.5b) appear similar to Ω values from field and model data (Tables
4.6a and 4.6b) in values, but the field and model data do not represent the true variance of the
buoy data. I was surprised that Dauphin Island East actually gave the highest Ω values, though
the Mobile Bay beach sites not surprisingly gave the lowest. Mobile Bay has scaled down
features compared to the open water of the Gulf of Mexico, and the model appropriately
demonstrated this with its values. The characteristic sediment diameter of this site was also much
larger than the other sites. Mobile Bay with its observed field period and sediment properties
would become an intermediate beach if its wave breaker heights got as low as 0.3 m. Otherwise,
based on the data collected and the literature discussion of Ω variance, it is most likely that
Alabama beaches are always in the dissipative regime in our current climate, except potentially
for certain areas of Mobile Bay that contain scaled down wave features and larger sediment sizes
which could result in intermediate values.
Possibly the most significant statistical test of this experiment is the comparison of buoy63

based Ω values to field and model-based Ω values for Gulf Shores and Dauphin Island West
(Table 4.7) because it would be the best way to see if field and model values are representative
of buoy values in determining Ω. This was done by treating the buoy data as population values
and field and model data as sample values. The null hypothesis that there is no difference
between Alabama beaches and their classifications would have been accepted with a statistically
significant p < 0.05 corresponding with t values between -1.96 and 1.96. Two years of buoy data
translated to over 23,000 values for wave height and period to create population values. Field
sample data contained several hundred values for each site, and model data contained about 50100 values for each site depending on the size of the area. While Gulf Shores had a t value of 4.4, not in the statistically significant range, Dauphin Island West a t value of -1.2. This value
does fall in the statistically significant area, and would indicate there is no significant difference
in buoy-based and model and field-based Ω values. Though interesting and promising in terms of
answering the question about the validity of field and model data, having only two sites with
complete buoy data with these results does not provide enough information to confirm this.
I also directly compared field periods and model heights to buoy data (Table 4.8). Gulf
Shores had a t value of 11.88 and Dauphin Island West had a t value of -32.64, both outside of
the significant range. These values indicate the field periods are not an accurate measure of the
overall period range given by the buoys. While I was able to visit different areas of each site
multiple times to collect field periods, more data taken at different times over the course of the
year would likely be beneficial to make field periods more truly representative of buoy data. It is
interesting to note these field period values that are not a statistically significant sample of buoy
values still provide data for Ω values that are themselves much more representative of overall
buoy-based Ω values than the individual parameter of wave period.
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After normalizing all values using the natural log scale to perform t-tests, Gulf Shores
had a t value of 5.00 and Dauphin Island West had a t value of -0.97 (Table 4.9), which means
one of the two samples of model wave heights would be a useful method for predicting wave
heights, but the other would not, so there are not enough data in this study to support using a
computer wave modeler as a source by itself. The noticeable difference between model wave
heights and buoy wave heights is their variance. While the means are similar, before the natural
log transformation Gulf Shores' buoy wave height values had a standard deviation of 0.24 and a
model standard deviation of 0.03, and Dauphin Island West wave heights from buoy data had a
standard deviation of 0.33 and a model standard deviation of 0.04. It is clear that while the mean
values of wave model data may be representative of buoy data, this particular model did not
represent variance well.
Since the buoy and model-based Ω all appeared superficially very close to each other
(Gulf Shores and Dauphin Island buoy values were 27.5 and 27.8 respectively, while the field
and model values were 24.8 and 26), ANOVA was performed (Table 4.10) to determine if there
were significant differences between the four categories. The test gave an F-ratio of 19.2, outside
of the significant range of 3.88, suggesting there are differences in these categories. Such
differences indicate that there are differences in Alabama beach states based on these data, even
if the modal values produced by these methods appear close.
Lastly, any relationship between nourishment levels and classification values was
observed. Because nourished beaches are (at least initially) widened and contain finer sediments
that increase Ω, and greater dissipative Ω values correspond with greater beach widths (Wright
and Short, 1984), it was hypothesized that there would be a correlation between nourishment
levels and Ω values. A Pearson correlation gave values of r=0.73 and r2=0.53, which indicates
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there may be some type of relationship, but the data here are not conclusive enough to confirm
this. The nourishment index itself could be useful for simple communication, but is obviously
lacking detail. While natural erosion and storms necessitated beach nourishment in certain
locations, it seems very possible that beach nourishment correlates simply with where there are
anthropogenic motives such as financial benefit or infrastructure protection. The two highest
nourishment index values were Gulf Shores and Dauphin Island East. Gulf Shores is in many
ways the heart of beach tourism for Alabama, and people in the region economically benefit
from keeping it that way by any means necessary, even costly beach nourishment. Dauphin
Island East does not contain as many wide beaches, but several manmade structures, such as Fort
Gaines and some houses, were built very near the water. Perhaps this was originally due to a lack
of foresight and understanding about the nature of beach erosion on barrier islands, but whatever
the reason, it has prompted multitudes of beach nourishment projects. Fort Morgan had little
nourishment history, but its location on the western part of the peninsula and proximity to
Mobile Bay likely keep it naturally sandy. I was surprised to discover the beaches around
Fairhope on Mobile Bay are mostly natural, albeit relatively sparse. The beach’s low
nourishment and Ω values did aid the slight correlation I found. I was also surprised to find that
Dauphin Island West had a relatively high nourishment value, as its position on the western side
of the island seems to keep it naturally sandy and extremely wide. Once again, I think manmade
structures were built too near the water, causing a continued need for beach nourishment.
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CHAPTER 6. CONCLUSION
This research studied Alabama beaches in an attempt to classify them and observe
differences and representative quality of different data sources within the Wright and Short
(1984) classification scheme, and effects of nourishment on classification. Only two of these
tests proved statistically significant, the t-tests comparing biweekly Ω values to field and model
Ω values and model to buoy wave heights for Dauphin Island West. However, these same tests
for Gulf Shores gave t values that were very close to being statistically significant. It can be
determined from these experiments that using field and model data in place of buoy data is not a
perfect method to find Ω values. However, the results were striking enough for these methods to
be further considered for researchers seeking wave data, but without available buoy data. In
summary, it seems that using field and model variables gives a better representation of Ω values
as a whole when used in that equation than representing the individual parameters. The results do
seem certain enough to refute the null hypothesis and state there are differences in classification
values of Alabama beaches depending on beach properties and the researcher's methods. It is
also relatively certain based on the research and classification methods used here that Alabama
beaches will almost always be found in the dissipative Ω range in the current climate, with
potential exceptions of bay beaches and other areas with scaled down wave features.
Furthermore, there is no conclusive relationship between beach classification and nourishment
history.
While this research's conclusions were limited, it classified certain Alabama beaches in a
manner not found in the literature, and the data on field and model data compared to buoys will
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be useful in future research on this topic. This project also consolidated information on beach
nourishment in Alabama, a subject where information is often difficult to come by.
Consideration of beach state and equilibrium profiles is important for future nourishment
projects. Future research projects of this nature may benefit from improving certain research
methods. While it is unlikely to give any significant difference, a greater number of sediment
samples would help to observe more properties of sediments and how grain size varies across
space and time. Additionally, the first set of wave periods was taken while the first set of
sediment samples were taken, which was at low tide when ocean conditions were calm. This
likely gave a misleadingly low set of numbers, which was averaged out somewhat by the second
set of field periods taken in between tides. While the length of time over about 10 minutes does
not seem to cause wave periods to vary significantly, the time of day and tide regime seem
important, so field values could be more accurate with more field sessions at varying times of
day and tide regimes. The second set of field periods was also taken at the same time of year as
the first (March/April), so more visits at different times of the year would be beneficial. As for
the wave modeler, the mean values were accurate but the variance was not representative. I was
not able to find good information on the quality of wave modelers and whether another model
may have provided more representative variance. Learning to use the model was one of the most
time consuming aspects of this project, and in the final stages of this process I was in
communication with Aquaveo, the software company that makes Surface Modeling System 10.1.
Their technical support staff viewed my Gulf Shores model file to be sure everything looked
right, which they confirmed, so it does not seem there was any error in the model data.
Nonetheless, performing this experiment with different modelers would provide more data.
Alabama beaches are continuing to change under natural conditions, tropical storms, and
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anthropogenic related events such as the 2010 Deepwater Horizon oil spill. This project sought
to provide information for academic and beach management purposes, as future decisions
regarding beach management should be made with the best possible understanding of the natural
processes at work and how people interact with these. Ultimately, Alabama beaches should be
able to sustainably provide access for residents, tourists, and researchers to observe the beauty
and wonders the Alabama coast has to offer.
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